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Introduction
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RPS has taken several steps over the past couple of years to become a more just and equitable school system. On the 
academic front, we have increased the number of AP offerings at our comprehensive high schools, which largely serve 
students of color; created “Real Richmond,” a high school course on the unvarnished history of our city; and adopted 
a new K-8 ELA curriculum that features diverse authors and subjects. On staffing, we have launched an effort to recruit 
and retain more male teachers of color, and prioritized pay increases for some of our lowest-compensated staff. On 
school culture, we have started to break the school-to-prison pipeline by training staff on restorative justice and 
trauma-informed practices, and by revising the SCORE. On engagement, we have conducted advocacy trainings to 
ensure often-marginalized voices are heard at the General Assembly and at City Council, launched Brothers United 
and Girls for a Change, and significantly expanded services and supports for our Latinx community. Finally, on 
operations, we have worked to alleviate overcrowding and unjust facility conditions, which disproportionately affect 
students of color, through rezoning and the construction of new schools.

But we have much more to do if we are going to become a truly anti-racist school division. Towards that end, the 
following slide outlines a draft ten-point Racial Justice Policy Agenda, aligned to Dreams4RPS, for the Board’s 
consideration. To help us lead this work, we will be launching an RPS Racial Justice Advisory Counsel over the coming 
weeks. We will be sharing more about this body, and how it will work, at our next Board meeting.
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Draft 10-Point Racial Justice Policy Agenda
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Aligned to Dreams4RPS Priority 1
1. Adopt a new high school English curriculum that features diverse authors and diverse characters/subjects; and a new high 

school history curriculum that elevates the voices and experiences of Native Americans, African-Americans, Latinx-Americans, 
and Asian-Americans.

2. Create a version of our “REAL Richmond” high school history course (about the unvarnished history of our city) for middle 
school and elementary school students, and for all RPS staff.

Aligned to Dreams4RPS Priority 2
3. Implement in-depth and ongoing anti-bias training, with a focus on anti-racist educational practices, for all RPS staff.
4. Implement in-depth and ongoing training on leading “across difference” for all RPS principals and central office managers.

Aligned to Dreams4RPS Priority 3
5. Reassess our relationship with the Richmond Police Department and with our non-RPD security officers. 
6. Adopt an equity-based social-emotional learning (SEL) curriculum.

Aligned to Dreams4RPS Priority 4
7. Launch a “Community Hub” model of engagement to amplify African-American and Latinx voices in RPS decision-making.
8. Change the names of Binford MS and Cary ES (Confederate officers). 

Aligned to Dreams4RPS Priority 5
9. Reassess all open enrollment policies (including transportation) with a racial equity lens.
10. Increase the weighting of minority business participation in the RPS procurement process. 


